CD Drop Spindle Spinning

Fibers, like wool, cotton, and flax, are turned into yarn by adding twist to them.
This is what your drop spindle does. When fibers are twisted together they are
made stronger and more difficult to pull apart.
Preparation:
For beginning spinners, it is most helpful if you pre-draft your fiber. This means
taking a section of your roving, which is combed fiber, and splitting it down the
middle to form two sections.

Keep following this process until the diameter of your roving is about the size of
your finger. Note that some roving is sold as “pencil roving” and starts out about
this size.
Once you are better at spinning you will no longer need to pre-draft. Expert
spinners are able to spin any size yarn from even the thickest of rovings, but it will
take practice to reach this level of proficiency!

Getting started:
Take one end of your roving, tease out two to three inches of fiber, loop this
around the hook, and spin the spindle CLOCKWISE (following the arrows on the
CD) so that the wool twists on itself. Allow the twist to move several inches
further up into the fiber. You have now actually started spinning.

The Basics:
Now it’s time to play a little and figure out which hand works best for you. When
you started your leader, which hand did you turn the spindle with? Which one did
you hold the yarn with? To figure out what works best for you, try holding the
fiber with one hand and spinning the spindle with the other. Then switch hands.
While figuring out which hand works best, you will put too much twist in your yarn
and it will start to get bunched up or break. This might also happen as you begin
spinning. Simply let the spindle un-spin a little, by spinning COUNTER
CLOCKWISE, till the kinks come out. If allowed to un-spin too much your yarn will
come undone and will fall off the spindle, or it will start spinning in the other
direction. If your first bit of yarn breaks or slides off the spindle, just start
again. This happens to everyone. If your yarn breaks during spinning because of
too much or too little twist, go to the section on attaching more fiber.

Spinning:
By now you’ve decided which hand you will use to spin the spindle, and which to hold
the fiber. It’s time to add the final step. Spin the spindle CLOCKWISE and take
this hand (the one you used to spin the spindle) and put it above the other hand.
The hand closer to the spindle is going to pinch the fiber, while the hand further
away from the spindle is the one to draw back – or “draft” – the unspun fibers.

How thinly you draft the fibers will determine the thickness of the yarn. You will
need to keep the tail of the unspun fiber away from the spindle or it will get
caught in the spindle and spun with your yarn. With the spindle still spinning, unpinch the fiber but do not let go. Slide your fingers over the fiber that is now
becoming yarn up towards your other hand. This allows twist into the unspun fiber.

When your two hands are close to each other, it’s time to re-spin the spindle and
repeat this process.
It takes practice to get your hands coordinated! This process is all about
developing a rhythm. If you’re having trouble, try switching your hands positions.
There is no right or wrong.
Don’t worry about making lumpy yarn. All beginners do this at the start.

Attaching your yarn to the spindle:
After a while your arms will not be long enough to keep your spindle off the ground.
At this point, you will need to wind the yarn onto the spindle. Unhook your yarn
from the top of your spindle. Take this end and wrap your yarn COUNTER
CLOCKWISE on the dowel below the CD, leaving about a foot of yarn free to
connect back up to the hook.

Attaching more fiber:
At some point you will run out of fiber and need to attach some more. The easiest
way to do this is to untwist some of your yarn so that it looks unspun. Split this
into two tails. Put the new piece of roving in between these two pieces and twist
them together.

Finishing:
Eventually, you will have a large amount of yarn on the spindle that will make it too
heavy to work with. Now, it’s time to wind off your yarn into a skein. Do this by
taking the yarn off the spindle and winding it around from your thumb and
forefinger down and around your elbow.

Next you will want to set the twist by immersing the skein in some lukewarm water.
Let is sit in the water for a few minutes, lift it out, give it a gentle squeeze to
remove excess water, and hang where it can drip dry.
Additional wool fiber roving can usually be found at knit shops.
HAPPY SPINNING!

